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EDITORIAL

WOMEN'S
BASKETBALL
RECAP

Violence committed against children causes
frustration, surprise.

TheRiverwomengetreadyfor MIAA
mnference play.

.FEATURES

Disc Jockeys fired for racial slur to return to.
St. Louis morning radio..
SPORTS

Colulmnist gives haliday wishes to. the UMSt. Lo.uis Athletic Departmerlt.·

Issue 780
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UNIVERSITY OF- MISSOURI-ST. LOUIS

Professo SuesSEMO Over Sexual Harassment Charges.
When reached for comment,
The second was: "The RepubliSEMO's Leonard Clark, assistant to
cans are the masculine party. The
the president and affirmative action
Democrats are the feminine party ...
against the university.
witch hunts which occur periodically officer, said he was unaware of a lawwith all these entitlement programs
In an exclusive interview with The throughout history. This is sweeping suit being filed, and hadnocommenton
pretty Soon hundreds ofpeople come to
the matter.
.be fed. This crap can't go on but the
In an official memofemale says they 're (the pwple) hunrandum from Clark to
gry arid .they need to be fed. The
Hirschfield, dated April
"This whole business has played hell with
Democrats are like the big sugar tit.
15, 1993, Clark specifiEveryone
gets a suck, big bosomed,
my personallife. It's affected,my daughter and
cally accused Hirschfield
big butt as they are. The'males say put
wife as well, and has had a direct affect on my
of making two statements
them to work; and ... "
.
in different sessions of his
Clark issued an investigative rehealth. I gave my doctor 14-point outline that
English 275 course.
port on October 29, 1993, finding
shows the difference in my health from now to
The first was:·
·Hirschfield guiltyofsexuaI harassment
"America is constantly
before."
al1d recommending punishment of one
trying to bring people up
month suspension and forfeiture of pay .
Theodore Hirschfield, assistant professor of from the bottom, so then
Hirschfield said Friday, "I made
English at Southeast Missouri ,state University the people on the top, are Theodore Hirschfield . comments about mediocrity versus exthe ones that always have
cellence. The Arr)erican way of life is
to suffer. Everyone then has to do is lay on her back, spread her
meets in the middle, ev- legs, and the government rewards her .
See Suit, page 4
Cwrent, Hirschfield, a refugee from the whole country .. , Speaking for erything becomes average. All a woman for each child she produces."
Nazi Germany, said, "This whole myself, I want harassment policies
business is bogus and has aspects of clarified and defmed, and administrahysteria, and , it is a replay of the tors to abide by thl!ir own policies,"

Lawsuit Filed Against University Friday
by Russell Korando
and Larry Offner
of The Current staff
©
An assistant professor filed a 1iw~
suit in Federil Court Friday alleging
that Southeast Missouri State University violated his rights to free speech
and due process by accusing him of
sexual harassment.
Theodore Hirschfield said he is
aslcing the federal court to enjoin the
University from interfering with his
Civil Rights, and to declare its fmding
of sexual harassment as void and unenforceable.
,
A copy of the lawsuit provided to
The Current states Hirschfield is also
seeking monetary damages in the sum
of $500,000 for humiliation, embarrassment and harm to his personal and
professional reputation. In addition, he
s~ punitive damages of $2 million

! .

Two Arr'ested At
Fraternity House
by Clint Zweifel
news editor

i~

/ .

Two people were arrested at the Pi
Kappa Alpha fraternity house for allegedly trying to steal a sign from the
Sigma Tau Gamma fraternity house
Dec. 9.
. Suspects Jeff Jungers and Paul
Spoerry were arrested for allegedly
stealing more than $150.
Former Sigma Tau Gamma President Nick Karabas saidhe was walking
into the basement of the house when he
saw through the window that people
wallcing in the backyard. Karabas said
he and Sigma Tau Gamma President
Marty Schutte went outside and took
the sign out of the suspects' Honda
Civic.
Schutte then called Bel-Ridge police and reported the incident at 3: 10
am.

~.

Police saw the suspects' vehicle
parked at 8824 Natural Bridge Rd.
(where some Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity
members park). The officer fOlma the
owner of the vehicle and his alleged
accOmpli~e inside of the Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity house. Police then arrested the two suspects.
Jungers said the stealing of the sign
was not a fraternity action. Jungers said
he and the other suspect acted on their
own accord.

a

Professor's Study Focuses
On Trade With J apan

.Departmental Change Causes
Employees Concern Over Jobs
Director Denies Rumors That Seven Employees in the Human
Reso~rces Department Will Be Fired During Reorganization

J3.esources) to be more responsive to gic look at how we use the resources
by Russell Koranda
"Much of the discussion surcustomer service needs ."
that we have now, and try and maxied~or-in- chief
rolIDding the deficit has be~n com.. Carroll was hired to her position mize these resources while giving the
plaints about the success of JapaSeveral employees in the UM-St. last July, and she said she immediately customer what they asked for.
A study by UM-St Lo\1is profes- nese firms in the United States,"
Lou' Human R~ces DepartmMt beg~ canvassing the campus for ideas
"I did a series of objectives that
sorFrank Alpert co dhelp Affiencan AlfJett saIo. vIle way ro'Hmitlfre:' I'" received letters Dec. 6 saying there was and criticisms, and based on those talked about strategic planning and dobusinessmen open trade doors into trade deficit is to impose quotaS or
going to be a departmental reorganiza- o inions she designecl a reorganization ing an informal assessment of the curJapan and better equip them for deal- restraints on them, but a better way
tion.
p an.
rent function; setting objective and
is for the U.S. to sell more goods
ing in that country's marketplace.
Barbara Carroll, associate director
Carroll said the plan had nothing to reorganizing the department by its caAlpert, an assistant professor in there."
of the
do with budget constraints and that no pabilities. All the staff got copies, so
In the past, high tariffs may not
the School of Business Administrat h e y
UM-St.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
tion, said the study asks specific ques- have interes US. businesses tryLou is ;::;;
knew
tions about why US. brands have ing to export to Japan. Those tariffs
Human
from the
have been lowered, and now the
distribution problems in Japan.
HMy whole point is, if you tell the employees
R e very be'The views of the retail buyers are challenge to businesses is to learn
sources
ginning
there
is
nothing
wrong
with
their
work
performance,
very important," Alpert said. "Be- more about non-tariff barriers.
and Paywhat my
Alpert said with some excepand you are reorganizing the office, why should
cause they determine which brands
roll Dego a I
will even have a chance with con sum - tions, the Japanese perceive Ameripartment,
was."
ve
to
compete
with
outside
those
employees
ha
can products as poor in quality.
ers."
said she
A
H
people.
"But there might be some other
His research surveys buyingprachas
k no wl tices, preferences and attitudes of reasons as well," he said. "In fact,
A source in General Services commenting
leamedof
edgeable
Japanese retailers. Alpert said these the pioneer brand advantage might
employee
source
in
the departmental reorganization that is planned in the
are the factors that play an important tie right in with US. firms failing to
fears that
the Genrole in determining whether foreign get distribution because in many
their jobs Human Resources Department.
eral Serproducts will succeed in the japanese instances our finns were slow to
vic e
were be· -------------------_~----_ _
export to Japan.
marketplace.
ing eliminated altogether, and she said other Human Resources Department Building said they saw Lhe letter from
"Now, as a result, Japan has
Alpert, who recently spent three
these fears are unfounded.
in the UM sy'>tem were taking parI in it, Dec. 6, but their view differs from that
weeks in Tokyo, received a grant for developed many of the same prod"I've heard rumors that I'm firing but that UM-Columbia had instituted a of Carroll's. The source says the lener
$9,500 for his study from the Market- ucts America has. If you try to ex:
seven people in the department, and similiar plan a few years ago.
implies there will be an elimination of
port your brand over there now, it's
ing Science Institute.
that's simply not true," Carroll said.
"I started talking to the staff about
Alpert said there are ways to con- just another follower brand. Even if
"What I've done is develop a plan to the plan as soon as I got here in July,"
trol Japan's progress in the U.S., but
reorganize the functions (of Hum.an Carroll said. "I wan ted to take a strate- See Employees, page 4
we should focus on our efforts in
See Trade, page 4
Japan.
by Jeremy Rutherford
associate news editor

See Arrests, p~ge 4

Faculty, Staff Favor Health Plan

on

.
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Hospital
Care
(inpatient)

Second of a two-pari series
"But that isn't true for everyone,
who didn't want to be rushed into a ·
by Jeremy Rutherford
and
for the.employees that are.used to .
associate news editor
decision."
one
physician
and now are switching to ·
Lendt said it took him 10 minutes
a
managed
system,
I am sympathetic."
From an administrative point of to decide on which health plan to
With the previous
view, David Lendt, director of
plan, the university paid
University of Missouri Rela- !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!~~!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!=!!!!!!!!!!:!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!=~
two-thirds of the
tions, said the faculty and staff
monthly premium and
in the UM-system are
liThe rates were going to
the employee paid oneoverwhemingly in favor of the .
. third. Although that still
double
in
five
years.
That
would
new health care plan.
stands,themanagedcare
Lendt said both the admin- ['lave been l7Ioney out of the
prerniurnsarelo\vertllan
istration and the employees pockets of both the university (of
the old system, which
agreed a change was necesmeans everyone is pay,Missouri) and the employees. 11
sary.
ing less and that con'The rates were going to
Dave Lendt, director of
cerns the employees.
double in five years," Lendt
Employees at ·UM-St.
University
of
Missouri
Relations
said. "That would have been
Louis Senate meetings
money out of the pocketS of _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~_ _ _- said the university
both the university (of Missouri)
should continue to pay
choose . .
and the employees,
the
same
dollar
amount
"And forthose employees thatliked "Really, there are two choices," Lendt
"There are bound to becomplaints."
the benefits of the previous plan, being said, referring to the Health Mainteable to choose their own physician they nance and Point of Service plans. "And
can still continue that plan (plan E). It either would be better than what we
See Health, page 4
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Health Care Benefits For.University E~plrQ~e~S
·
..

New nlanaged plans allow employees to pay less
"

;

P larf A

*

Physician
Visits
(inpatient)

per
confinement,
'80%/60% afte r
then 8,Q%1
~eductible
$60'0, · .
'.

Plan B

$300 Copay
per confinement, 80%
after ded uct

.

.~."

Pre scription
Drugs
Retail: 80% after drug
deductible/60%of
Network rost after
. deductible

,\:;;;.~-

.

~.

-

Lifetime
Maximum

million

60% after
deductible

80 %after $ 1500
ded uctible

$2 million

Plan C

$250 copay
coflJine ment,
80% after
deduct ·

80% after
deductible

Network:80 %after
drug deduct.lNonNetwork: 60% network $ after deduct.·

$2 m.Hlion

Plan D **

100%/100%

100%/100%

RetaiL 90% after drug
deducU$5 copay

No lifetime
maximum

Plan E

~duct.,

Rm. & Board
80%

80 % after
deductible

80 % after
deductible

$2 nlillion

* First number is Network ( medical wor k must be appr oved by pr imary physician). Second is Non-Network (Precertification is require d
before hospitalization)
. . .
** First number is Gencare. Second is Group He alth Plan

..
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HELP WANTED

Remedy is a staffing service in
Creve Coeur dedicated to finding
your immediate employment. We
are capable of placing you either in
a permanent posrtion or temporary
position. Please call Remedy for
an interview. We have place 105
people this year in a permanent
position . 567-1 OOB.

OPPORTUNITY
Expanding a marketing and distribution company. Looking for a few Qntrepreneurs that have an open mind and
are looking to make money wrth minimal time . Call (314) 579·1127.
Wallace and Associates

E.O.E.

No F@e

INTERNATIONAL EMPLOYMENT -

Make up to $2,000 - $4,000+/mo .
teaching basic conversational English abroad. Japan, Tai wan, and
S. Korea. Many Qmployers provide
room & board + other benefits. No
teaching background or Asi an
languages required. For more information call (206) 632-1146 ext.
J5746.

The Current Classified Order Form

RECENT
GRADS
If you are a rece nt
college graduate and
are serious about
finding a career pOSition,
not just a job,
we should talk.

__

d

~---------- ~ - --------~
SUBMIT! SUBMIT! SUBMIT!

WHERE YOUR CAN BE

REACHED) IN THE
SUBMISSION BOX IN THE
LOBBY OF THE ENGUSH
DEPARTMENT. IF YOU HAVE
ANY MORE QUESTIONS
CONTACT DON BARNES
AT 725-4749

YOUR ORIGINAL ART,
PHOTOGRAPHY,POETRY
AND PROSE TO LITMAG.
PLEASE DROP YOUR
WORK (INa.uDING A COYER
SHEET WTTH YOUR NAME.

S1UDEl'<'T f, YEAR IN SCHOOL.
ANnA PHONR'

Current Happenings

-

4

•

;_

•

Start the New Year Right and R egister Now!!

career

1;rcctions,

~c.

Drop-off boxes are lru:ated on the 3rd floor of

Lucas Hall or at The Cu_rrent office 7940 Natural Bridge

Make a
New Year Resolution
_

569-9808

~

I ~--------------------~------~

I

What's Happening?

Career Directions, Inc.

T

FOR ornCE USE OIilLY
IIIUE:

• Mon., Jan. 10: Welcome
Back!
• Wed., Jan. 12: Tickets go
on sale for Renee Hicks. Call
553-5531 for inform~ don.

--

1001 Craig Rd. Suite 260
St. Louis, Mo. 631 46

.f

STLDENTS

Does your group on campus have an event to
Tell us.
announce to the campus community?
-..
.
Write us a note and drop it by The Current and
we will add your event to our weekly calendar.
Don't wait, the available space fills up fast.

Call us for a no
cost appoi ntme nt

Ir •

CLASSIFICATION

What's Happening?

'.

,.

FREE FOR

I
I

GILJUM TAX
EXCELLENCE AWARDS
1st prize $2 00 and 2nd prize $1 00
BA SED ON QUESTIONS FROM
THE IRS ENROLLMENT EXAM
Open io all undergrautes .
Date: Jan. 2B, 1994
Time: 3-5 p.m.
Place: JC Penney Bldg. Rm. 229

~

"

To gain the edge in
today's co mpetitive
market , you need
to have the
rig ht di recti on

For Sale/Help Wanted/Personals

MESSAGE:

Earn $500 - $1 000 weekly stuif·
Ing env olopes, For details RUSH $1 with SASE to:
GR O UP FIVE
57 Greentree Drive, Suite 307
Dover, DE 19901

.

.~

- •. [",i ) ~

.o r IJe'..J

•

Sophomores & Iuniors- Co-op & Internships

o Thurs., Jan. 13: UM-St.
Louis Alumnus Dan Lauer
will appear on "How'd They
Do That?" The show will
highlight the story of
Lauer's struggle with the
creation of the Waterbabies
Doll that hash become
a .na"
~UIJV .. J
tional best seller. The.. show
. H
will at 7 p.m. central time
on CBS afflliate stations .

Sun., Jan. 17: Martin
Luther King CommemorationProgram. Call 553-5695
for information.
o

Paid positions related to degree while in school
• "Careers On-Line"
o

IT'S BEEN
ATIACKED,
PRAISED,
VILIFIED and
ACCLAIMED

Seniors- Jobs After Graduation

concerning an exam monitored by
Hirschfield in 1989.' .

by Larry Offner
adviser

Promote our SPRING BREAK packages with our posters and flyers, or
SIGNUP NOWfor Springbreak rooms.
Daytona, Panama, Padre, Cancun,
Jamaica, etc. 7 nights $129 up. Call
CMI now. 1-800-423-5264.

MISCELLANEOUS

-.

-

- -- - - -- - - - -

-

HELP WANTED

~

-- -

Professor Frames Issue
As Freedom of Speech
Clark's memo reads, '"... additional and other allegations of sexual
harassment have been. made with regard to your conduct/behavior over the
past several years . . . The subject
conduct includes inappropriate comments to female students about their
bodies, comments as to the attractiveness and appropriateness of certain feHirschfield's attorney, Michael . males students modeling for magazines such as .
Waxenberg,
Playboy. This,!
stated, ''Unlike
the
the s e
commonun- .
incident{s)
"Unlike the
were deemed
derstanding
common understanding
of 'sexual
to have creharassment'
ated a hostile
of 'sexual harassment'
learning envia
s
as unpermitted touching
unpennined
ronment
touching and and soliCiting, or
which resulted
soliciting, or offensive and hostile
in the poor
offensive
performance
and hostile sexually explicit
of (the female
sexuallyex- language, the comments
student) on her
plicit lanEN 140 Exit
Hirschfield is accused of
guage, the
Exam ... "
corum en ts making relate to politics
Waxmlx'rg
Hirschfield and University policies. "
is accused of
said Friday his
making reclient,
~ichae/~axenberg
late to poliHirschfield,
Hirschfield's attorney
tics and Unihas no recolversity polilection of such
cies. He proclaims himself an outspo- comments or even of monitoring that
ken critic of mediocrity in teaching. So particular exam.
when he criticized 'Womens' Studies'
for not being a valid subject, he was
In a letter to Clark, dated Nov. 3,
accused of 'sexual harassmenL' He 1993, Waxenberg told Clark the 1989
believes that people should be moti- complaint was time-barred.
vated to excel in life, so when he criticized the welfare system for finan'Thecomplainantherselfindicates .
cially rewarding women for having that the incident occurred in the Spring
babies, he was accused of 'sexual ha- of 1989. The complaint has been made
rassment' And when he tried to ex- and process under a Sexual Harassplain the historical role of gender dif- ment Policy which the University isferences in literature, he was accused sued in September of 1990. .Ex Post
of 'sexual harassment. '"
Facto laws are prohibited by the U.S.
Constitution ... and by the Missouri
In his April 15, 1993 memoran- Constitution ... By analogy. the statute
dum lnfmning Hjrschfield ofthe sexual of limitations undei th,e Missouri Huharassment charges, Dr. Leonard Clark, . inan-RightsAct-for claims of sexual
SEMO'saffirmative action officer not harassment is two years."
only infonned I:Iirschfield that he was
being investigated for specific stateWaxenberg said Friday he did not
ments he made during his English know what attorney or which law finn
classes - apparently during the Spring would represent SEMO in the action.
1993 semester - but also allegations Once SEMO has been seIYed with the
made against him by a female student Jaw suit, it will have 30 days to file
responsive papers with the federal court.
After filing his federallawsuitFriday against Southeast Missouri State
University, Assistant Professor
Theodore Hirschfield stated, " What is
happening here threatens not only academic freedom on campuses, but the
freedom of everyone to voice an opinion."

"

• On Campus Recruiting Begins In February
• Career Library 0 Job Skills Workshops
• Current Job Listings • "Careers On-Line"

Career Placement Services
308 Woods Hall 553·5111
Hours: 8a.m, - 7 p.m. MT
8 a.m.- 5 p.m. W Th F
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Scientology
PROVIDES PRACTICAL
KNOWLEDGE YOU CAN
USE EVERY DAY TO : .
• Improve your family life
• Create more honest and trust in
relationships
• Discover greater job satisfaction
• Improve your ability to
communicate with others
, Help your children to study better
• Regain your energy and
enthusiasm for life
• Create safer, stronger
neighborhoods and communities

427-4977

.

(S'
~v ~~

~

ONLY $24.95
Now, a new book
that gives you
the story behind
.the headlines

jj

:....~j;

Wednesday, January 12
Tickets Go On Sale For

1-800-222-4010' 210·761-6551' Texas: 1·800.6 7 2- 4747 .

Call Now For Rates and Availabi l'c t
Ask About Our Advance Reservation Specials

-

.

Sheraton Fiesta South Padr e Islaild:::;:T

Renee Hicks

• • ••••• • ••••• •• ••••••••••
MondaYI February 14
Tickets Go On Sale For

Bob Cat Goldthwaite
• ••• •• • • • • • •• • •• • • • ••• • • •

Gallery

Friday. February 18
Renee Hicks Performs
7:30 pm· J.c. Penney Auditorium

• •••••••••••• •••••••••••••
Wenesday, April 20

Bob Cat Goldthwa ite

Performs
7:30 pm • le. Penney Auditorium

All question ~o be directed to 553-5531

9510 Page Blvd,
7 days a week
9 a.rn.: 11 p.m.
Find answers you've
been looking for.
ServingSt. Louis
for over thirty years.

Beavis· and Butthead
would be speechless
January 11 - February 5

.... But

lot easier to show to your friends.

"

Gallery 210

Russell Crotty
210 Lucas Hall

Ball-Point Pen Drawings
. 553-5976

•

t .

•
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From the editor's desk

Simple Pleasures Stolen
By Society's Miscreants
by Russell Korando
ed~or-in-chief

.During the early to mid-70s, I
attended a small elementary
school in St Charles. It's nestled
in the middle of surrounding
middle class communities, and
bordered by McNair Park.
The park made a nice dive!"sion before walk- .
ing the mile it took
to get home. Usually, some of us
would go to Dead
Man's Cliff after
school to perform
feats of daring befere agroup ofgirls
that would follow.
It all seemed so innocent.
Muddy jeans, an ocCasional
scratch or bruise or tom clothing
was the ex tent to any mishaps our
small group endured. While
walking home, the only thing that
ever seemed dangerous was the
unleashed German Shepherd that
chased my brother and I up·trees
many times. I hated that dog.
Today, I doubt if any child
attending the same school enjoys
such austere pleasures of frolicking carefree on their way home
from school, because of the society we live in today. Now, "Mom
I'm going d6wn tlie street to play,"
has become, " No, wait, and I'll
drive you to you friend's house."
This is the thing the monster,
whokidnappedand murdered two
children, has taken away. Another simple everyday pleasure
destroyed by one of society's
mutant individuals.
Sick and tired. Sick and tired.
Fed up. Pissed off. That's what
people are these days. Tired of
crime around every comer.
The pinnacle of my frustration carne when a husband and
wife were brutally shot while
parking their car in St. Charles ·
recently. Nothing was stolen from
them. No motive. Just another
random act of violence.
Mercifully, the something out
there luring young girls to their
deaths in St Louis has slithered
back to his rock,(or maybe even

incarcerated) sparing another family grief and grim despair.
Of course, the nightmarish
deaths ofCassidy Senters and Angie
Housman, along with the countless
otht'J' children that have mysteriously disappeared, will always paint
a darlcened portrait of real life to the
parents affected by such a tragic
loss .
The experience of a kidnapped
child may be probably best described .
as numbing. Walking around in a
sometimes convalescen! drug ~ in
duced haze, while
insensitive reporters
jam tape machines
;...
and microphones in
their faces from all
directions.
Aconstanlmedia blitz, so soon
after such an earthshaking event
Reminders every day. The same,
2nd grade class photo ... over and
over.
You want to tum the TV off
when the stories come on, but you
can't The same lead in every newscast, "The search for the killer of
nine-year-old ... " Paralyzing
numbness. The center of the chest
feeling like a slept-on limb from the
night before all the time.
Finally, a suspect. Clues. Hope.
Anger. Frustration. And all the time
despair for the parents.
:rhe thing about any kind of
murder is that it is nothing new to
any society. Children have always
been murder victims, Children have
always been made to fight warslike the children Qf a fragmented
beaten German army in its final
days.
We should be scared to our marrow about such people who pray on
the young, but we shouldn't be surprised. What we should be is surprised aboutis the type ofperson that
is suspected of child abduction and
murder and promed by police and
FBI authorities.
The description of the alleged
murderer is th at of a caucasian male,
from 25 to 40 years old; probably a
loner. Someone who has believed
to be wronged, and then lets the
feeling linger until they commit the
most heinous of crimes.

Editor-In-Chief
Russel! Korando
·Dana Cook
Managing Editor
Business Director
Christine McCraw
Asso.ciate Business Director
Jason Buchheit
Coordinator
Larry Offner
News Editor
Clint Zweifel
Associate News EditQr
Jeremy Rutherford
Sports Editor
Cory Schroeder
Associate Sports Editor
Pete Dicrispino
Features Editor
Rob. Dames
Associate Features Editor
Jeff Struyk
Photography Director
Dave Floyd
Associate Photo Director
Christopher Sutherland
Advertising Director
Matt Forsythe
Assoc. Advertising Director
Stacy Kardasz
Sliles Representative
Matt McNutt
Editorial Cartoonist
Erich Ulmer
Rebecca Dllmes
Reporter
SitJfMmrhm A!JO Include AI Rtporlm.Allli Corrrspmukna qTht CuTTmt.
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----------------------------------------------OM-St. Louis/The Current Newswire
---~------------------------------------- ----Debbie Pickel Smith and Louis, offen; specialized counsel- St. Louis Univen;ity and the UniMarge Roth will speak on "How ing for crim~ victims and their
Books Get from Publisher to Reader families. Victims of rape and other
and How You, The Author, Can violent crimes can receive short
Help," at the Romance Writen; of tenn psychological treatment for
America, Missouri Chapter meet- problems associated with the
ing on Saturday, Jan. 15, 10:00 . trauma: flashbacks, numbing, loss
a.m., at the Holiday Inn South of feelings, irritability, difficulty
County Center, 6921 South concentrating, sleep disturbance
Lindbergh (at ·1-55). Guests are and hypervigilance. The service is
welcome to stay for lunch with staffed by advance graduate stuprior reservations. Please confinn dents in clinical psychology and
lunch reservations with Jenny provides services on a sliding fee
Pointer, 618-797-2082, by 10:00 scale. For information, call 553am.,Jan. 12. Costis a$3.00visitor's 5824
fee plus lunch.
Michael D. Murray, asJacob's Pillow Coffee sociate professor and interim chairHouse For Jewish Performing Arts. man of .the Communication De8 p.m., Saturday, Jan. 15; Church partment at the Univen;ity of Misof the Open Word, 1040 Dautel (1 souri-St. Louis, recently received
mile west of Lindbergh off Olive). the Governor's Award for ExcelTickets are $5. Refreshments lence in Teaching from GoveITl()t
served. Call 863-4366. Myth, Mli- Mel Carnahan. Carnahan presented
sic, Mysticism-Zambra, led by the award recently at the Governor's
Rabbi James Stone Goodman, will Conference on Higher Education,
be featuring a fusion music of an- held in St. Louis. Earlier this year,
cient mystical forms and modem Murray received the National
interpretations through songs.. sto- Teacher of the Year Award in the
field of broadcast journalism from
ries, poems, rhythms and chants.
the Association for Education in
The Community Psy- Journalism and Mass Communication. Murray has been on the
chological Service, a not-for- Univen;ity of Missouri-St Louis .
profit mental health clinic operated faculty for 10 years. He is a graduby the Univen;ity of Missouri-St. ate of Aquinas Mercy High School,

The Current is published weekly on Mondays. Advertising rates are available upon request by contacting The Currents' advertising office (314) 553. 5316. Space reservations for advertisments must be received by 5:00 p.m. the
Wednesday prior to publication.
The Current, financed in part by student activity fees, is not an official
publication of UM-St. Louis. The University is not responsible for The
Current's content or policies.
Editorials expressed in the paper reflect the opinion of the editorial staff.
Articles labeled "commentary" or "column" are the opiniOn of the individual
writer.
All material contained in this issue is the property of The Current, and cannot
be reproduced or reprinted without the expressed written coosent of
The Current and its staff.

ven;ity of Missouri-Columbia. He
taught previously at Virginia Tech
University and the University of
Louisville. He is past president of
the American Journalism Historians Association and editor of the
new book 'Teaching Mass Communication."

Fall 1994 Student Teachen;. Everyone must attend one of
the following seminan; to appl y for
student teaching and to apply for
state certification. Dates are: JaFI.
15, in Room 202 SCB, secondary
only, to apply for student teaching
8:30.:9:45: to apply for state certification 9:45-10:30.7-1-7 only, to
apply for student teaching 10:3011:45; to apply for state certification 11:45-12:30. Jan. 18, in the
Education Auditorium, secondary
and 7-1-7, to apply for student
teaching 5:30 p.m.-6:45 p.m.; to
apply for state certification 6:45
p.m.-7:30p.m. Jan. 19,inroom219
SCB,secondary and 7-1-7, to apply
for student teaching 3:30-4:30; to
apply for state certification 4:305:15.7-1-7 includes Special Ed.,
Elementary, Early Childhood,
Middle School, Music and Physical Education.

A selection ofball-point pen
drawings by Russell Crotty will be
exhibited at Gallery 210 in Lucas
Hall on the campus of the UniversityofMissouri-St. Louis from Jan.
ll-Feb. 5. An opening reception
will be held Jan. 11 from 6 p.m.-8
p.m. in the gallery. Crotty will speak
on his worle at 7 p.m. during the
reception, which is free and open to
the public. Crotty is a Los Angeles
area artist who uses ball-point pens
to create words ofpower and beauty.
The artist uses sheets of paper, from
12 inches by 12 inches to 10 feet by
10 feet in size, draws grids featuring one inch square spaces and fills
each space with a drawing. Drawings include depictions of galaxies,
ships, shacks and smokestacks. The
10 foot by 20 foot "Galaxy" drawing done especially for this show
contains approximately 33,000
drawings. Gallery hours are Tuesday from 9 a.m. to 8 p.m.; Wednesday through 'Friday, 9 am. to 5
p.m.; and Saturday from 10 a.m. to
2 p.m. This exhibition is funded in
part by the Missouri Arts Council,
a state agency, and the Regional
Arts Commission-St. Louis.

Premiere Performances,
the chamber music series sponsored

by the Univen;ity of Missouri-St
Louis, will host a special concert for
the benefit of a proposed endowed
professorship of Modern Greek Language, literature and culture at UMSt. Louis at 8p.m. Saturday, Jan. 29 at
the Ethical SOCiety, 9001 Clayton Rd.
Featured performers are two internationally known Greek musicians,
violinist Miltiades Papastamou and
pianist Dimilris Papatheodorou~ The ,
program is highlighted by the
American premieres of Dode canes ian
Suite (Six Greek Dances for Violin
and Piano) by Yannis Konstantinides
and Sonatina no. 1 for violin and
piano by Mikis Theodorakis.
Theodorak is used as the third movement of this work as the basis for his
famous score for the film "Zorba the
Greek."Tickets for the benefit concert
are $25 a person. Tickets include both
the performance and the post-concert
reception. For tickets call Premiere
Performances at 553-5818.

Voice Of
The People
Policy
TllC: CII1T('11t welcomes

letters to the editor. letters should be brief. lllC
use of any material is at
the editor's discretion.
Editing may be necessary for space and clarity.
Ideas will not be altered.
but editing will avoid obscenity. libel anl~iilV~~ .
sions of privacy.
Letters in print do not
necessarily reflect the
opinion of Tile Currenl.
Forpurposcs ofverification. all letters must bear
the wliter's h.mdwritten
signature. address. studcnt idcntification nUI1lhcr and \it )111C or work
Iclcpho'l1~\ nul11her.· If rc411cslcd.alldT0I1s will bc
madc to mainla ill .thc .,-.
\\'riti:r\ anonym iI y_
0.-
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Suit from page 1

Employees from page 1

mediocrity. Feminist studies are bogus.
Why? Because you can 't stud y half the
human race and not the other."
Hirschfield is represented by attofney Michael Waxenberg, of the St.
Louis fIrm of Susman, Schermer,
Rimmel and Shifrin.
Waxenberg stated Friday, "The
university's policy on sexual harassment is so broad, it can be used to
silence a teacher's opinions on political
issues. This is a scary trend on college
campuses. Jt'safonn of repression that
reminds me of the McCarthy Era.
"What makes this situation so repressive is how the harassment policy
gives a student or the administration the
powertoruinateacher's reputationand
career over what should be merely a
difference of opinion."
Waxenbergstated that even though
Clark investigated the allegations
. against Hirschfield from April 15 to
October 29, 1993, Clark never once
talked to Hirschfield about the charges.

Waxenberg stated that Hirschfield's
proposed punishment constituted· unlawful taking of property without due
process of law. Hirschfield is tenured,
according to Waxenberg.
Hirschfield said he first learned of
the charges against him when he was
told to attend a meeting without knowing the names of his occusers. He told
the university he would anend the
meeting afterpolling the students the
. class which included the accusing student. The poll of the 15 other students
in the class was unanimously in hi
favor, according to Hirschfield. Hesaid
when he brought the resul ts to the
meeting it was abruptly called off.
"This whole business has played
hell with my personal life, " Hirschfield
said. "It's affected my daughter and
wife as well, and has had a direct affect
on my health. I gave my doctor a 14point outline that shows the difference
in my health from now to before."
m
·

W e care.
W e listen.
We explain.
W e're affordable.
We're convenient.
We're confidential.
W e're experts in the
reproductive health care
needs of wom en and men.
We're Planned Parenthood.
C~ II

NEWS·UPDATE
UM-St. Lows students
will be able to ride MetioLink
free for the Winter semester.

Students can pick-up the sticker
that will enable them to ride
MetroLink free at the Cashiers
Office. UM-St Louis and Bi -State
officials were unable to make the
arrangment for faculty and staff,
but negotiations continue.
A memorial service for
Ward E. Bames, who died Dec.
23, 1993, was held Sunday at
Grace United Methodist Church.
Bames was an adviser to each of
the University of Missouri campuses and is credited as a founder
of UM-St. Louis.
James McHugh, University of Missouri System Curator, was elected president of the
Board of Curators for the 1994
term . Curator Adam Fischer was
elected vice president. The next
Board of Curators meeting isFeb.
3-4 at UM-St. Lows.
The Senate Committee
on Student Affairs voted unanimously in favor of changing the

transcript fee for students. In a
proposal by Martin Rochester,
chairman ofSCSA.students can
obtain two transcripts for free.
For additional transcripts a
charge of $3 would be implemented. The proposal has been
sentto UM-St. Louis Chancellor
Blanche Touhill for approval.
The deadline for employees to choose a health benefits package was Dec. 7. Six
employees did not make the
deadline.
The Nursing School
merger between Bames Hospital and UM -St. Lows will in. crease the uillversity's number
. of nursing students from 175 to
575 . The merger will be called
the Barnes School of Nursing at
UM-St. Louis.
NickKarakas, chairman
of fund-raising for an endowed
professorship in Greek stucttes at
UM-St Louis, contributed $25,
(XX) to the fund. $149, 000 has
been donated to the fund, which
has a goal of $550, 000.

What a Phannacy Was Meanfto Be --

533-9933.

fIJI
Planne d Parenthood
1=
of t he St. Lo uis Region

·Personal Medication Counseling ·15 Minute Service Guarantee
·Most Insurance Plans Accepted ·Free Healthcare Screening
-5% Discount with StudentID

·128· 7676 Mon.·Fri. 9:3U·6:00. Sat. 9:30·2:00. .
6 23 No rth Skinker

Desktop

THE STUDENT/FACULTY
FURN·ITURE STORE

ubli s hing

Beds, Carpets , Chairs, Clothing Item s,

-Resumes
-SignslFlyers
-InvitationslLetterheads
-Newsletters

EVERYTl-lING YOU NEED FOR A HOfv'\E AWA Y FROM HOfv'\E

863-2376
9:00-4:30 • fYbn.-Sat.

Laser printed at 600 dots per inch.
Thousands of clip art images
and graphics available.

10% off purchases over $10.00 with ad and student ID

Computer slide shows available with
optional sound and transition effects.

In The J.e. Penney Auditorium
January 17
.

- M.L King t Jr. Commemorative Tribute
II

am

Great for clubs and organizations!

- Video Presentations
"Happy Birthday, Martin Luther King"

loam
"Houston's Stay"
3 pm
"Happy Birthday, Martin Luther King"
4pm

1_

_

C_al_l_E_"_·ch_·_D-,-ra_z_e_n_a_t_99_~_-8_7_1_4_

.J ust A ·Little

currently holding ~s j:~y know L'1em
are going aw'ly a"d new positions ::~
being crea~cd r.ghtnow," Carma ~d.
"And if you don 'tapply for one ofthes<:·
Dew positions, or are not a successful
c.:ndida:e for one, som.~where dOWil
the. pike you will be notified about a
Jayoff. j thought the human thing to do
was notify the staff as soon as possible
. .. these jobs don't even exist yet
"I will recruit, I mean I will post
positions as vacancies. My goal is to
make sure that we have the most qualified staff we can have. They can apply
for any of the positions, and there are
also some promotional opporturiities."
One of things Carroll said she
wanted to change most of all was the
training aspect of the departm ent,
something they have been sorely lacking. She wants to bring in someone for
a training position, and she has already
targeted departmen tal resources toward
development training.
Carroll added that there is monies
for 13 equivalent full-time poSitions
and there are currently 11 people in the
Human Resources Department.

Arrests from page 1
"ltrea1ly wasn't an idea," Jungers
said. "We just saw the sign and smiled
at each other and tOok (the sign)."
Doug Haldemann, president of Pi
Kappa Alpha fraternity, also said the
taking of the sign was not a fraternity
action.
'They were never encouraged by
any fraternity member to take the sign ,"
he said. "It was done completely on
their own."
Haldemann said the two suspects
were not pledges or members of the
fraternity although both of them did
want to pledge.
Haldemarm saidthe incident has
brought the fratemi ty a negative image.
"It unrightfully hurts our image,"
he said. "Sigma Tau Gamma will do
anything that it can to get us off the
campus.EspeciallyNickKarabas~e

has a personal venclena against us."
Karabas said that Haldemann' s allegation is not true.
"Sigma Tau Gamma has been the
leader in promoriI!g unity among fra-

temities and our actions to promote
such unity speak for themselves," he
said.
'
Jungers said the charges against
him and Spoerry had been dropped, but
Bel-Ridge Police said their files did not
show that the charges are dropped.
Bob Schmalfeld, director of Student Activities, said Pi Kappa Alpha
had awlied fOf recertification as a student group, prior to the incident with
Sigma Tau Gamma. The fraternity had
lost their certification on Oct. 15 because the group lacked a faculty advisor. Pi Kappa Alpha' s recertification
was going to be voted on at the next
Senate Student Affairs Committee
meeting Dec. 9 (the same day Sigma
Tau Gamma's sign was allegedly stoJen), but since the details of the incident .
were not known by the comminee the
vote was put on hold. Schmalfeld said
the recertification will stay on hold
until he recieves a report on the details
of the incident
.

Health from page 1

at reasonable prices.

Couche s, Desk s, El ectronics , Jewelry, Kitch en Items

seven positions, and the fact that Carroll
plans on going outside th~ departrneilt
- to fill them.
"There is no feeling of what
[Carroll] wants as far as the qualifications go," the source tcld The Current . ..
'''There's afeelinglikethereis no chance
for the employees currently working
there because they'll post the positions
to the outside.
"My whole point is, if you tell the
employees there is nothing wrong with
their work performance, and you are
reorganizing the office, why should
those employees have to compete with
outside people," said the source. "A lot
of those people have been there a long
time, but that doesn't mean anything
because they 're on the same level as
someone from the outside."
Carroll said she sent the letter before Dec. 7 because if she hadn't, the
employees who face a potential layoff
would have received no benefits from
a transition plan .
"I don't know where this plan is
going yet, but what I want to say to the
people is the positions that they are

Lendt said. '1t's terribly complex, and Maintenance (HMO) plan. Sixty perwith 20,00J employees, there are many cent of the UM-Columbia employees
variables that need to be worked out"
chose the HMO plan and 27 pacent
Senate chairperson Steve
chose the point of service plan.
LehmkuhJe said the change is for the .
Lehmkuhle said the employees
. better. ·
"Faculty and staffrea1ly have to go have to sign a contract for one year, and
into great detail," Lehmkuhle said. after that can change plans.
"I think it (the change) is better
"They have to look at what they can get
and what they need."
than not doing anything at all,"
Th¥ results from the UM-Colum- Lehrnkuhle said. ''Now we just have to
bia campus focused on the Health sit back and see if it meets our needs. "

Trade from page 1
we have new products, they can get
Alpert said to be successful,
their suppliers to make those same American businessmen must realize
products." ,
that they can't come to Japan ahd sell
Another section of the study asks immediately. H;e said they'll have to
Ja~ese retail buyers about concerns come, establish relatiQnships and make
they have regarding U.S. products. a long-term investment.
"Who would know better how to advise
'The dolhir decline is in favor but
U.S. firms than men on the spot making to thrive in Japan, companies must be
the availability decisions?," Alpert progressive and produce new and innoasked. 'They don't know if they can vative products," Alpert srud. "Contrust the Americans and whether the sumers .there constantly want new
American company will cut and run .items. That's a challenge for companies
with its products if the American mar- because it means the life cycle of a
ket heats up."
. product is much, much shorter there."

R~minder

-Exhibits
Black Pages Photo/ Journal Display,
Jellerson Bank 30th Anniversary
aU day

......-

Mon-Thurs. 7:30 am - 7 pm
Friday 7:30 am- 2 pm

E arn .
$$$$
F or
S p ring
Break
Now!!
We need positive college level
communicators Who want to
earn steady money for exciting
work. We are calling on behalf
of our Fortune 500 clients.
NO COLD CALLS and
NO Sales!' We offer a
professional office environment and we're conveniently
located at Page and 1-170.
Hours· are evenings and
Saturdays- 22 per week.
Starting base pay of $5 .50/hour
with incentives to earn as much
as $\0.00 per hour.
Please call Business Response,
Inc. Human.Resource DePl at
. 426-6500
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over his immense body. Just the other , Lady's cage is opened and she enters the
day Nib swam througll his open mouth. cage with Jeepers and feasts with Nib
He doesn't hann the calves. Lady just contently following her every move.
"If we put her in first, she will not let
doesn't trust him," said Throm.
him
to eat, but if he is already there she
The hippos are very healthy animals and are not prone to any diseases. has no problem with it," said Throm.
Nib can now eat with her parents,
Adult Nile llippopotamuses do not really have any threat to their lives besides but she won't if she has just finished
humans. Since they breed well in cap- nursing.
When Throm comes over by the
tivity we should not see the Nile llippopotamuses endangered. However, hip- pool Lady and Jeepers watch with inpopotamus calves have been known to tense concentration. He directs them to
be eaten by alligators in the wild. On the open their mouths wide. He pitches in
other hand, the Nile Hippopotamuses' carrots as a select crowd watches this
relatives, the Pygmy llippopotamus, is awesome sight Their jaws flap open
in fact endangered ,because of poach- like hinges revealing an enonnous mouth
and rows of teeth. They average about
ers.
41
teeth. Some of their teeth grow so
The hippopotamuses spend most
long
they pose a problem for the hippo-of their day outside, up to 23 hours~
potamuses.
If they are not cut down, the
HUNGRY HIPPOS OPEN WIDE: Jeepers and Lady wait for a carrot remaining inside only long enough for
hippopotamuses' teeth may grow
~e caretakers to clean their yard and
snack.
thfough the roofs of their mouths. When
put~hhayoutffippoPOUllnuseshave
fathered 20 calves with his first mate, the ability to su bmerge in water
threat of this occurs
Rebecca Dames
three sets of twins and nine calves with with only their eyes, ears,
caretakers are forced to
of The Current staff
Lady.
cut the teeth down with
and nose above the surLady is a very protective, aggres- face. This allows them
Not a large crowd on that cold
a saw to prevent injury.
winter's day, but still a few enthusiasts sive mother.
Although, there
the ability to be aware
"She does not like a lotaf strangers of their surroundings
pay a visit to the Elephant House.
has been a major foAdditions to the zoo are occurring near the cage," said Herbert Throm, while keeping their
cus on Raja, the oneon a fairly regular basis. A recent arrival caretaker at the zoo.
year-old Asian Elbodies safe from
llippopotamU3are born and nursed hann.
to the St Louis Zoological Park's Elephant, Nih reephant House is Niki a baby Nile hip- underwater.
cei ves plenty
When
_
_ of atten"I've timed them underwater from the hippopopotamus. She was born on Aug. 17,
, 1993.
seven to nine minutes while awake and potamuses
tion from
Niki's mother isa 13-year-oldNile I've heard they can stay under between mustbeinthe
thepubllc,
Hippopotamus named Lady. She IS and 17 minutes, however they are Elephant
her caretakweighs about 2,600 pounds and has not really forced into doing that in House,which is
ers
and espe.birthed nine calves since she arrived at captivity," said Throm.
only during severe cold, an intricate cially her parents.
Jeepers is a patient father; he al- routine must be perfonned at feeding
the St Louis Zoo in 1984 from the
Thro'm, Niki's caretaker, was hired
lows the calves to do whatever they time. Lady moves from the pool to the by Marlin Perkins and has been with
Houston Zcx:J.
Niki's father is a 34-year-old Nile want
right cage with Niki and is sealed off. the zoo for the past 26 years, spending
"He's a great dad, he plays with Meanwhile, Jeepersis allowed into the
Hippopotamus named Jeepers. He
weighs about 3,000 pounds. He has Nib when he can. He lets her walk all other cage to begin eating first Then
See Hippo, page 6

page 5
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Photo : Dave Floyd ,LADY AND NIKI LAY LOW AS THEY BATHE IN THEIR POOL: As
visitors stroll slowly by Niki and Lady seem content to peekover the top
of the water as they pass the day away in their aquatic home. It has been :
said that these c reatures can stay submerged for periods of 15-17 •
minutes when they are threatened.
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1993: A Year
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I have to rely on a caffeine buzz and S t
Louis morning radio to stay awake.
Lately, morning radio has gotten a
little mundane. Ever since the Steve and
D.C. show was taken off the air about a
year ago, my daily pilgrimage to class
hasn't been the same. I have missed
their frank discussions about the problems of ordinary people as well as their
sometimes crude and irreverent humor.
Steve and D.C. conducted their show
with an air ofspontaneity that was always
funny and always unpredictable. It all
ended abruptly when they were fIred for
using a racial slur on the air.
On Jan. 4,Jerry Zimmer of Zimmer
Broadcasting announced that the Steve
and D.C. show will return to St Louis
radio on Jan. 20.
"Steve and D.C. have fans and
friends all over St Louis. They 're tremendously talented entertainers who
wanted to be back on their favorite radio
station in theirfavoritecity. We 're happy
that we could work it all out and get
Steve x.d D.C. back on St Louis radio
where they belong," Zimmer said.
STATIONS TO SWAP: Klx 104 scheduled to trade dial posltons with Q106.5 on Jan. 20, 1994.
The question is not whether or not
by Jeffrey Struyk
His five year mission: to boldly go am a student at UM-St Louis and I live they belong in St Louis, but rather does
associate features editor
where thousands go each day without in St Charles. I've done the trip so _St Louis want them back? Bill Viands,
many times that I can almost drive to General ManagerofWKBQ(l06.5FM)
losing his sanity.
1-70; the final frontier. These are
Morning rush hour is simply a fact school in my sleep. Sleep being a dan" See Jocks, page 6
the voyages of the Commuter Student of life for me because of two things: I gerous activity while behind the wheel,

··

·.

Countrx 104

Todays Best Music

.'

'.

The Jayhawks
Eric Pherigo
of The Current staff

Everybody has an opinion and
everybody knows what those are
like and we all have one. Well
thank the good Lord I have mine
too and I'm going to express it to
you. I believe that it is kind of
meaningless and degrading to boil
ayear'sworthofmusictoameasely
top ten list so I'll mention some of
the year's most powerful albums,
artists and concerts.
As far as albums are concerned
Billy Corgan and the Smashing
Pumpkins created beauty in an anarchic selting. Anything this man
touches turns to gold. Tool returned
this year with their second offering, "Undertow," which shows just
what pure emotion and integrity
can do for an artist Speaking of
emotion, Pearl Jam put their hearts
on a platter on their second album,
"Vs." Other great releases in a
wonderful year were: Afgahn
Whigs, "Gentlemen;" Clutch,
"TrdllBitional Speedway League:
Anthems An ecdotes ... ;" Dog Society, Jellyfish, "Spilt Milk;"
Counting Crows, and Uncle Tupelo, "Anodyne."
The top artists of the year
achieve their positions because of
integrity, Andin the music business
thal is one thing that is hard to
maintain when everyone wanL<; a

piece of you. One person that everyone wants a piece of is Eddie Vedder.
Like Pearl Jam or hate them, one
mustrespectthe way Vedder attempts
to cling to what he feels is the truth,
the music. Billy Corgan has a unique
perspective of music in the so called
alternative realm. He puts no tag on
what he creates other than calling it
rock, which is what it is. Nothing is
alternative these days and anyone
that doesn't buy into to that must
realize they have been sold out Rage
Against the ?-.-1achine are the real
thing. They will change the way
people think about music and about
!ife . . , ifallowed. Although,some of
the things that they do are on the
edge, one must realize to make even
a minimalchangca strong push must
be present. Zack La Rocha is a
spokesmen [or a dying generation
and there aren't too many people
willing to shoulder that weight.
On <:t lighter note there were some
great concerts last year. Although
Lollapalooza is no longer an important device in our society, it did forum to two great bands, Rage Agai nst
the Mach ine and TooL Rage Agai nst
the _Machine also relurned to the
American Theater [0 a near-capacity
crowd and played their hearts and
heads out in a gut-wrenching performance. In the country-rock genre,
Uncle Tupelo played two sold-out

See Music, page, 6

page 6

New . Year Can start With A Fizzle
Here are some insider tips for
next year. Be extremely leery of
package deals. I hate to say it, but if
it sounds too good to be true then it
probably is. Ask the person making
the reservations if they plan to
overbook. If they give a resounding
NO! ask if they plan to bring in extra
chairs for the event. If a club is
crowded on a typical Saturday night
then it will be even more so on New
Year's Eve. If you do participate in a
package deal make sure you can be
credited or reimbursed on the night
of the function and have an alternate
plan even if it's taking your group to
someone's house.
Lastly, I want to let you know I
am not just bitter about my own experience. I spoke with a hundred
or so people who took advantage of a
package plan and 15 club owners or
managers. The people who took ad·
vantage of packages were me ones
taken advantage of. One woman I
interviewed said, "We showed up45
minutes before the scheduled time,
once we got in the door mere was 20
minutes left on the buffet."
The manager/owners I spoke to
were cordial. None would let me
quote them but all said mey would
try to be more accommodating next
year.
Did you meet a similar fate this
year? Let your fellow readers know.
Maybe you found a little-known
, place. Well make it known so we can
crowd you. And by the way, HAPPY
NEW YEAR!

by Dean Roben
of The Current staff

necessary. Once this assurance has
taken place you and the club owner can
rest You are certainly going to know
Three ... 2 ... 1, yeah! "May old because it is the one night of the year
acquaintance be forgoL .. " etc., etc. A when, according to the State Highway
. typical New ·Year's Eve celebration Patrol; 57 percent of the adult popula. . ,
right?
·
tion is partying, and you don't want to .
Or was it maybe a little like this. be left oul
"Three. Hey your stepping on my foot"
Unfortunately , club owners
''Two. Sorry I spilled that on you, Hey overbook and that is why you get the
waiter! Can I have another." "Yeah!" incredibly overcrowded situations one
"Hey did they say one? I can't hear the might experience. According to one
song."
source, club owners overbook because
The second of the two situations is of the expense of doing all you can eat
. whatmyselfanddozensofotherpeople and drink packages. A club owner,
endured over the last two years. Like who I cannot mention, went on further
many of you I participated in a New to say, "It' s New Year's Eve, (arrogant
Year's Eve package that included a pause) what else are people going to
meal, drinks until 1 a.m., champagne do?" I can't tell you the club the person
and party favors. All for a price one owns but is is a very well-known escould manage on a college student's tablishment Unfortunately he is right.
budgeLSoundsprettygoodands~
Most packages start at 8 or 9 p.m. Even
to the packages offered by practically if you are dissatisfied you can't offievery building with a liquor license.
ciall y get your money back, and even if
Now the catch! Togetafootin the you could, by the time you made it to
door one must reserve a space by credit another place your evening has
card or check or any monetary means dwindled.
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The Church of Scientology® offers services in
- Personal & Marriage Counselling
-Communication & Life Improvement
Courses
- Personal Development Programs
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(II you are a woman of childbearing

Improving Life in a Troubl~d World

shows at Mississippi Nights and

Dolls earlier this year. Themostintense

potentia! you must be surgically sterilized
or ha ve a reliable method of birth control)

show with an acapella rendering of
"Sweet Sweet"
Not only was 1993 busy, as 1994.
will be, butit was also gratifying. Artists
to watch for this year are Rage Against
the Machime, King's X, Soundgarden
(Yes, they will be huge) and anyone
else that (don't try to deny it weare kids
of the alternative nation) MfV sends
out through their beloved satellite.
Here's to 1994, don't let the bee girl
into your house or you will be dead.

•

Jocks from pag~ 5 ·
and WKKX (104.1 FM) said that the
public's response has been "95 percent
favorable." Looks like my commute to
school this semester will be a lot more
enjoyable!
. Others might not be SO thrilled.
Steve and D.C. have been criticized as
being racist, and this reputation may
. follow them back to the studio. Steve
and D.C. insist·that they are not racist,
but they made a careless mistake that
they both regret They have come to
realize the power their words have on
the public and promise to "be more
responsible," Steve said.
They have attended clasSes to learn
to be more sensitive to the listeners.

Despite their promises, some limita-
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The Asthma Center at Barnes West County Hospital
is seeking individuals with moderate asthma,
ages 18-65, to aid in asthma research.
Individuals will receive physical exams,
free medication and compensation for their time.
If you are interested please contact 851-8508.

FOR INFORMAnON CALL
CHURCH OF SCIENTOLOGY

Music from page 5

Il'l §f~~€

DO YOU HAVE
ASTHMA?

IMPROVE YOUR LIFE

,
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tions will be placed on their content ·
"They're going to keep all the good
stuff but they're not going to be involved in racial or religious material,
which they don't really need to get into
anyway to be funny," Viands said.
There's always going to be a certain nwnber of people that don't like
the show. Steve-end D.C. used to get
calls quite often from listeners complaining about the show's content One
show in particular stands out in my

mind. That morning, a couple volunteered to have sex in a gas station
restroom with a cellular phone next to
them. That phone was patched into the
radio studio. For several minutes, the
sounds of the couple mixed in with soft
music was broadcast to ,the entire St
Louis Area.
When it was over, a woman called
in and complained about the segme.nt
Steve and D.C. pointed out that because she knew how long the event
lasted, she must have been listening to
the radio the whole time. Did she really
find it offensive, or was she ashamed
because she was listening? .
"People who don't like me show
don't really know what we're about.
They don't get it," Steve said. "They
hear about us on the news and judge us
without ever listening to the show. Our
regular listeners know our personalities and know that our show is all in
fun ."
The show airs January 20 at 5:30

a.m., the same day that WKKX and
WKBQ switch frequencies to reach a
larger country music audience. KIX
104 FM will be 106.5 FM and WKBQ
will be 104. 1 FM.
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Student Secretary/Assistant
Part-time with CPNAttomey in Tax & Estate Planning;
Flexible work schedule; Experience with WordPerfect and
Basic bookkeeping helpful; Ballwin! Des Peres location.

~---------------------

Send Resume To:

Mary S. Gillespie
15057 Manchester Rd.
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IntrodUCing The Great Apple Campus Deal
Macinlasb Quadra® 660AV 8/230, wilb inlemaJ
AppIeCIY"' 300i CD-ROM drive, Apple AudioVision'" 14"
Display, Apple Extended Keyboard 11 and mouse.

IntrodUCing The Great Apple .Campus
Deal.Right now, buy any select Macintosh®
or PowerBook®computer, and you'll also
get seven useful software programs. Its all
included in one low price. (The software
alone has acombined SRP of $596~) And,
the new Apple Computer Loan offers low
monthly payments that make the deal
even better. Apply by January 28,1994,and
your first payment is deferred for 90·days,
All. you have to do·is
qualify.
So, what '
.
r
are you waiting for? An Apple®computer..
It does more, It costs less. It's that simple.

Macintosh Le 4754/80, Apple Color PillS
Apple Keyboard II and mouse.

)4" Display,

~
....
;

...

-"

..
..

Apple POlIJerBook 145B 4/80.

It does more.

.:

An etlJ)' application process. And you could qllalifJ'jor
foUl montbly payments em CI Macintosh or PowerBook .

It costs less.

'. •

®

.Its that simple.

Visit your AppleCainpus Reseller for more information.

Visit the Computer Store
located in the University Center Lobby or c~ 553·605,4.
• .
.
.
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RivelWOmen
Roll Past Second Rate
.
COmpetition, Ready For Conference Play
.

.

:

by Pete D1crlspino
associate sports editor

Coaches
NeedMore
ThanLUDlp
Of Coal For
New Year
by Pete Dlcrlsplno
associate sports edttor
It's the beginning of a new year.
Time to get rid of all the holiday
cheer.
Timeforhopesanddreamsrocome
true.
Time for my New Year wishes and
gifts to you.
Peter Piper is back. You can sit
down now.

inside and the only way to counterat- the Lady Spartans and dominated the
tack is to play good defense and shoot game from start to finish.
"It was a nice win, we didn't have
well.
"We dort't have an inside game or to work hard," Coen said ..
. Defense·saved the day for the UM"We gave some people some minSl Louis women's basketball team last a go to girl, we have to have all nine
.
utes,
which was a major benefit."
week, as they knocked off St. Thomas players perfonn well," Coen said.
The
win against Northeast was the
What's the reason for the missed
Aquinas College 95-52 and Northeast
Riverwomen's
first in the Mid. Missouri State 72-ffJ.
layups and free throws?
America
Intercollegiate
Athletics As. Struggling on Offense, the
"J usi: a lack of concentration in the
sociation
Conference.
Riverwomen have lost games because game and at practice."
Here's what Coach Coen feels
The Riverwomen defense and
of missed layups and free throws.
However, when their offense has been guard Laura Satterfield saved the ladies are some keys to doing well in the
MlAA conference.
lacking, the ladies' defense has been against the Lady Bulldogs.
1. Continue to improve on defense.
Satterfield came off the bench to
there to spark the team.
"Weare'good,butwehave
to be great. "
The defense was especially in high score .12 points on four three~point
2.
Take
care
of
the
ball
and have
gear against the Lady Bulldogs of shots.
good
shot
selection.
. ''Laura was the key to winning, she
Northeast Missouri State last Wednes3. Shoot the ball well. "There'~
day. The Riverwomen were down by buried two three-pointers, one to tie
eight points early in the second half and and one to put them away," Coen said. going to be bad nights, we just can't
Satterfield, a transfer from Mineral have a lot of them."
they rallied for the win, thanks in most
4. Keep fouls to a minimum.
Area Junior College, was a big conpan to the high'-pressure defense.
5. Concentrate more on making
"In the last 16 minutes we used a tributor in the Riverwomen' s last two
layups
and free throws.
full court pressure and we converted wins.
If
all falls into place, the
their turnovers into points," UM-St. .
"I'm fmally adjusting to Division
Riverwomen
could end up with a least .
Louis CoachJ im Coen said. "We didn't II basketball," Satterfield said . .
11
wins
in
the
conference.
"I came out of a slwnp at the right
play very well until the last 16 minutes."
The reason the Riverwomen were time because we are starting conference
struggling, is a problem which has af- play."
Satterfield is adjusting to coming
fected them all year.
the
bench, instead of starting.
off
"We keep missing uncontested
...... :.
. \;~C·::::·:·> ::-:-:"::.. ".;.
"1
have
to realize that I am a role
layups and free throws," Coen said.
i
"It is something we can't afford to player and that I can come off the
bench
to
pop
a
three,
to
get
some
modo."
The Riverwomen are a small team mentum going."
Photo: Aijia M. flli
Satterfield also had 19 points in the
and they have to shoot the ball well
2
from the field and the line in order to victory over The Lady Spartans of SL
MICROWAVE: Sophomore sharpshooter D.J. Martin has been a scoring
win. Most teams, before the game starts, Thomas Aquinas on Jan 3.
threat coming off the bench all season for the Riverwomen. Martin is
The Riverwomen came out against
have an advantage on the Riverwomen
averaging 5.0 points per game in limited action.

:3l1ie.Rtvenvome:n
! ~~t · ~tiUiw~st
· ~IlPtJ.st .dan.·'. 1.

Well, a new year is upon us, and
just like everyone else, I'm not overjoyed to be back at schooL But since I
am,let's get things rolling with my gift
list to the men and WOinen, who make
up the athletic department at UM-St
Louis.
i1'DbasebaIlcoach Jim-Brady, I give
ybu another trip to the Division IIWorid
Series. Not because we want you to
win, becailsewe want to see you again by RebeCCa Dames
of The Current staff
on the Mike Bush Sports Plus Show.
To men's basketball coach Rich
Looking for a man who does it all? Well,
Meckfessel,I give you victories in the
month of February. Last year the I've found him ... he is an athlete, a Democrat
and much, much more.
Rivennen were 0-9 in February.
A native St Louisan, Dave Roither, is a
To women's basketball coach Jim
Coen, I give your team free throw senior pursuing a double-major in political
shooting lesson by Kentucky guard science and philosophy. After he graduates, he
Travis Ford. Ford recently set a record plans on going to gradUate and law school
atKentucky for consecutive free throws simultaneously.
Roither is currently vice president of the
without a miss.
To women's softball coach Harold Student Government Association (SGA),
Brumbailgh, I give you a bottle of president of The College Democrats, student
Tylenol for the recruitment headaches senatorfor the University Senate and thecaptain
of the swim team.
of getting women to play softball.
He is also working for Buzz Westfall on
To volleyball coach Denise
Silvester, I give you permission to just the program, "Fight Free Schools," which
concentrate on coaching volleyball and involves teaching children new forms of comnot worry about anything else in the munication other than violence.
"We try to teach elementary and middleathletic departinent
To men's soccer coach Tom school-aged childfen alternate methods to reRedmond, I give you time and patience solving disputes other than fighting or other
to enjoy theexperience of raising twins. forms of violence," said Roither.
Roither has been swimming since he was
To women's coach Ken Hudson, I
giveyou four more Jenny Burtons. You six years old. Restarted with a summerprogram
at Whitecliff. During high school he was a
can thank me later Coach Hudson.
To teriniscoach Carl Walker, I give four-time AiI~tate member of his team; at
you two brand new hats. One to coach UM-St. Louis he has heen a three-time NCAA
the men's team and one to coach the All-American. He is the only senior on the
UM-St Louis swim team. Roither's events are
women's team.
To assistant baseball coach Terry the 50-meter freestyle,l OO-meter freesty Ie and
Dunahue, I give you the head coach's
jOb when Brady takes over the SportS
Plus Show and gets hired to replace
Trey Wingo as a sports reporter.
To swimming cooch Mary Liston,
I give you Carl from Caddyshack to
help clean up any accidents in the pool.
"It's only aRaby Ruth."
To golf coach Jim Niederkom, I
give you a video tape on John Daly so
*ScoredA
you can show your team what not to do.
Team- High 32
To assistant basketball coach Bill
Wallcer, I give you a new pair of shoes
Points Against
to make your walk up and down the
SIUathletic department halls smoother.
Check it, I better give you two for as
Edwardsville
many times you walk up and down
them . .
*Averaging 10.7
To sports information director Jeff
Kuehno, I give you an assistant, a fullRebounds Per
time stat crew, and more time to do
. what you want to do. Onecondition, no Game
. fantasy baseball talk.
And finally to all the students, 1
Leads The
give you aIX)lhersemestf2'ofPeterPiper.
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Rivermen With
An 18.2 Scoring
Average

gqalsand eight
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.l)1v1-St. Louis

men'ssoceer pla.,yersalsoreceivedilieir much de-: .
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serY~=O:!:rDrnIgW~and sop~fOiWaro.Todd. RiCk

were both llamed6nthe 1993NstAAt:>lVisiOnIiAll~MidwestTeam.
Dave Roither

Photo;

Dave

Floyd

.

Rick led the Ri vermen inscoriIlgwithZ2pqifIis,Wiese finishCdhis .
all,tiIneassistleadei With 23. . .

c~as UM"St Louis'

the lOO-meter fly. The Rivennens' season runs from the beginning of
September to the middle of March. Being team captain, he has shown

Athlete of the Week

Sarcasm- a taunting, sneering, cutting ,or caustic remark; gibe or jeer. All
taken in good heart of course.

. .........
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auestport Cine'
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. B urtori,a sophomore, led the RivelWomeu With 2p

.

Marvin Smith

.

the 1993 National S()CCef CoaChesbfA:n1erica.AIFsqirthR~giOn'F1rst ..

See Roither, page 8

Rivermen Faces Red And Green
After Treacherous Winter Break
by Cory Schroeder
sports editor
So much for holiday cheer, the
University ofMissowi-s t Louis men's
basketball team toiled over the winter
break, winning three of six games.
The Rivermen's record fell to4·5,
including a 92-81 loss to Northeast
Missouri State Thursday that began
their conference play in the MidAmerican Intercollegiate Athletics
Association.
Here's a look at some of the highlights and lowlights~f the long winter
holiday.
The Odd Couple. A large portion
of credit for Northeast Missouri's win
over the Rivermen can be attributed to
the Bulldog dynamic duo of guard
Scott Matthews and forward Steve
Horton. Matthews stands a mere 5' 9"

but managed to pour in 22 points, dribbling by Rivermefl guards like they
were stationary objects. The 6' 7"
Horton was an integral part of Norm
Stewart's offense at the University of
Missouri-Columbia. Horton brought his
Division I talents to NortheastMissouri
and is just flOW beginning to feel
comfortable in their style of offense.
He also accounted for 22 points against
a Rivermen defense that was just too
small to handle his specialty turnaround
jumper.
A Star Is Born. Junior transfer
Marvin Smith is surpassing his preseason reputation as a big time player.
Rivermen head coach Rich Meckfessel
signed Smith from Shelby State Community College in Memphis to shore
up a weak inside; Sm ith has more than
delivered. Despite starting the year
slowly, the 6' 7" Smith is averaging

25.5 points and 11.5 rebounds over the
last four games.
"We're looking to get it inside to
him a lot more than we did in the ear Iy
games," Meckfessel said.
Perhaps the most impressive statistic about Smith is his 69 percent
accuracy mark from the free throw
line. Playing in the post, Smith has
gone to the line a team-high 64 times.
His 69 percent mark is good enough for
third on the team which collectively is
shooting a paltry 62 percent.
New Year's Day in Death Valley.
The Ri vermen in tended to start off the
new year with a bang em' up win over
a sub-par squad from Grand Valley
State (Jan. 1) at the Missouri-Rolla Pepsi
ShootouL

see Rivermen, page 8
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Rivermen from page 7
With eight seconds left in regulation, the Rivermen led 85-82. A Grand
Valley guard dribbled the ball across
half court and was hammered hard by
Riverman guard Lawndale Thomas.
The ball dribbled out of bounds and no
foul was called on Thomas.
"We wanted to send them to the
line but the ref decided to go with the
easy call and award them the balloutof
bounds," Meckfessel said.
Grand Valley quickly worked the
ball around for a wide open threepointer.
"That's the last thing we wanted to
happen," Meckfessel said.
With the score now tied at 85-85
and three seconds on the clock, a
Riverman player tried in vain to call a
time-out but UM-Sl Louis had none
remaining. The result was a technical
foul and two free throws made for a
Grand Valley victory.

"That was my fault," Meckfessel
said. " In the previous timeout, 1 didn't
let them know that we didn't have any
remaining."
The loss must have hit home hard
because the following day theRi vermen
fell behind 21 points to the Colorado
School of MInes before pulling out the
81-79 victory on a turnaround jumper
by Smith with 20 seconds remaining.
The Further Away The Better.
Rivermen guard Shawn Caldwell has
been a spark coming off the bench all
season,averaging 15.4 points in limited
minutes. Suprisingly, Caldwell is
shooting 43 percent from behind the
three-point line compared to a dismal
39 percent overall. Keep taking the
three, baby!
The Rivermen will face Southwest
Baptist University at home on Jan.12 at
the Mark Twain Building. Tip-off time
is 7:30 p.m.

AM I PREGNANT ?
• FREE Pregnancy Testing
• Immediate results
• Completely confidential
• Call or walk in

CENTER

GENERAL INFORMATION

ENTRIES PUE

Begins Tuesday, .January 25 • 6:30pm. Men's. and women'. Tuesday ni<;;lht leagu .. s in which
teams will ·play one game p .. r weak in regularlaague play. Play-off toumatTl&nt will ~ held at end
01 regular seaSOn. Refundable $10 .00 lorieit deposit.. Open to .Iuden~, faculty and staff.

Wed. Jan 19

BOWUNG
DOUBLES
LEAGUE

Begins Wedn.sday, .January 2&- 3:00pm. Bargain Bowling .. , only $1.00 for 3 gam••. Our
le ..guB is open 10 students and fac IstaH. Yourdoubl .. s team of 2 may consisrof guys snd/orgals.
This is a 6-8 wk league held Wed artemoons at Ferguson Lanes, 123 So. Florissant Rd.

Wed. Jan 19

4 ON 4 coeD
BASKETBALL
TOURNAMENT

Thursday. January 27. 6:30pm. Thisis ourone.night4-on-4 ~dbaskelbalJ tournament. Each
coed team should consist of 2 guys and 2 gala. Special coed rule. will be used. Tournament .
champions wiH win .... c sport I-shirts. Taam and individu." sign ups are welcomed.

COEO
VOLLEYBALL
LEAGUE

Boglns Monday, .January 31 .7:00pm. Volleyball II This is a recreational coed league played
on Mon and Wed evenings at the Mali( Twain Gym. Teams shOuld consist of 3 men and 3 women
plus as many subs as desired. Refundable $10.00 forfeit deposit.

SCHICK SUPER
HOOPS 3-0N-3
BASKETBALL

Wednosday, February 2 • 12:30-2pm. Thi'" is a one-day 3-on-3 basketball tournament with
competition tor men and women. Form yourteams today and slgn up in the Rec Sports Office
203MT. SCHICK razor.>. travet bags. Bnd shirts Bfe among tha prizss awarded 10 participants.

Tu • • , ~ Feb 1

~

RACQUETBALL
TOURNAMENT
(MEN I WOMEN)

r.,onday - Friday, February 7 - 11. One·week single-elimination toumament with men'. and
women's beginners. intermediate. and advanced divisions. All matcnas will be played on the MT
Racquetball Courts and will be scheduled according to player's availability.

Tue.,

~

COED 4-0N-4
WALLYBALL
TOURNAMENT

Thursday, February 10.7-1 Opm. Wallyball ... is a lun sport that combines the net Qf volleyball
and the .walts of racquetball. Each c()Qd team should consist of4 players (2 men and 2 women).
This is a one-night tournament with plenty of action for everyonel

Tue., Feb 8

e

WEIGHTUFIING
CONTEST
(MEN / WOMEN)

Thursday, March 24. 1:00pm. Men's and women's competition in a host 01 weight class.s
will be held in the following weighllifting events: ·SQUATS ·OEAO LIFT -BENCH PRESS.
Open to students, faculty and staff. No preregistering necessary but you must weigh in atncon.

No Deadline

~

VOLLEYBALL
TOURNAMENT
(MEN I WOMEN)

Wednesday, March 23.6:30-1 Opm. One-night volleybalJ tournament with a men's and women's
division. Held in the MT Gym. Team and individual sign-ups ara welcomed l All tGams are
quaranteed a minimum of two matches . T-shirts wil! ba awarded to championship teams!

Tu.... Mar 22

SUPER STAR
TEAM SPORTS
CHALLENGE

Friday, March 2S • 6:30-11pm. Fun, coed team competition in the following avants: Running
Relay. Basketball Shoot. Table Tennis. Standing Long Jump. Kickball, Big Ball Volleyball. Teams
consist of 4 men & 4 woman. Night also includes frae pizza, beverages, snacKs &. door prizes.

Fri,

BADMINTON
TOURNAMENT
(MEN I WOMEN)

Mon & Wed, March 28 & 31 • 12:3O-2pm. Come by the Re<;:reatio;,al Sports Office to fill outen
entry torm lor this badminton tournament to be played in the Mark Twain Gym. Separate A and
B diVisions for men and women will be offered. T·shirts will be awarded to champions.

. Tu ••, MarZZ

HOC SOC
LEAGUES
(M I W / COEO)

Monday Evening., B~ln. March 28. 6:30pm. The~ ara 6-person indoor soccer leagues
played on Monday evenings in the MT Gym. Teams consist 01 6 players (plus unlimited subs).
Coed teams sho·.Jld be made up 013 men and 3 woman and special coed rulas will b .. us~d.

Tues, Mar22

FLOOR HOCKEY
LEAGUE
(M I W I COED)

Wednesday Evenings, Begins March 30. 6:30pm. These are 6-person indoor fioor hockey
leagues played on Wednesday evenings in the MT Gym. Taams consist of 6 players (plus
unlimited subs) . Coed teams should M made up of 3 men and 3 women and special coed rules
will be used .

Tu • • , Mar 22

~

~

~

~

~
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FIND OUT FOR SURE.

CRISIS
PREGNANCY

ACTIVITY
BASKETBALL
NIGHT LEAGUE
(MEN I WOMEN)

~

725-3150

447-6477

831-6743

227-5111

950 Francis PI.
(St. Louis)

2352 HWY 94
(St. Charles)

3347 N. HWY 67

510 Baxter Rd

(Florissant)

(Ballwin)

•

~

@
Has this ever happened
to you while studying?
1. Felt squashed?

3. Felt sort

2. Ever felt bent?

EVE GLASS REPAIR

@

WHILE-U-WAIT

or spinny?

~---------------------

10% Off For Students (Valid With Coupon)

6. Felt exasperated?

L~
~ ~
If so, you have just hit one of the
Three Barriers to Study, which
L Ron Hubbard isolated and reveals
to you in this illustrated book. the
Basic Study Manual.
Just one of these barriers can
prevent you from learrling or applying
the data you 're studying.
Get the skills the educational
system never taught you - and really
start applying what you l~arn'

Buy this 282 page hardback, ·.vith
easy·to-read illustrated text fo r only
$37.50. Order your copy now.

Call

to order.

DeBaliviere Place
Apartments
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team members and supports their enor-

"I enjoy being captain, it's really

mous efforts.
"All the team members are really
good •.. they are all giving lOO percent"
And if you all are wondering about
the shaving of the body-yes, he has
done that as well.
"I started doing that in about 7th
gradeandnow I shave down about once
a year," Roither said. "When you shaVe
do:.vn your skin becomes ultra-sensitive
to the water; it is a feel for the water and
nothing else."
i
UM-St Louis' toughest competition is the University of Missouri Rolla
"It's always fun to swim a close
meet with Rolla. If we win we have
braggingrighlS when they come home."
In the little free time Roither has, he
enjoys reading.
"Ilove to read. I reacl,anything from
Shakespeare to Tom Clancy. I really
enjoy reading the classics. You can
really learn a lot through them."

nice," said Roither.
"The freslunan and sophomores
look up to me for what is going on at
pra::tice ... some of them call me at
home for advice," said Roither.
The swim meets have very low
attendance, if any, so the team really
has to motivate themselves.
Coach Mary Liston raves about
the performance and character of
Roither.
"He's my captain; he's aleader; an
outstanding young man and he is a
great friend," said Liston.
"He is the kind of athlete everybody wishes they got to handle because
he is a "student alhlete" in the true
sense of the word."
And much enthusiasm as Liston
spoke of Roither, he matches it with
resounding prai.se.
"She's great! One of my better
friends! A great coach ... she's just
phenomenal," he said. .
Roither has great confidence in his

•
•
•
•

great leadership to the tm<krc~men.

as

Ride MetroLink Home to

427 -4977
a<der

Wed • .Jan 19

Roither from page 7

B & B Frame Fixer
11 a.m. - 6 p.m. M-Fri
11 a.m. - 4 p.m. Sat
10656 Sl Charles Rock Rd., St. Ann Mo. 63074 • (314)426-5777
8664 Watson Rd., Sl Louis Mo. 63119· 842-5664

~
U~
5. Ever felt bored?

Wed. Jan 19

For Complete Scheduling Information, Contact Recreation Sports Director Pam Steim.etz at 553-5125.

24- Hour Phone Service
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•
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Classical, Rehabbed Apartments in the
Historical DeBaliviere Neighborhood

UMSL

1oGA_'o.OI1>" _ _ _ _ oG&ioo,

1 BR- $350-$490
2 BR-$450-$685
3 BR-$585-$745

361-5290
ST.LOUIS

•

."..

.

•
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YOU MUST BE 21 OR OLDER

ARE YOU
BORED WITH
THE
EVERYDAY
UM-ST. LOUIS
EXPERIENCE?
WELL THEN
JOIN

THE
CURRENT

\

mi ·.::. \\
11M

•
•

928 North 1st
on The Landing
231-3377

.....~
,.' ...
. , . .\
,.

••
••
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Now There Is A
.New Way To Do
Lunch/Dinner . .
Hot, Fast, Delicious
And Delivered
Right To Your Door.
Call- 381-0800

I'm Here When
You Need Me

* On Thursdaysyou will not
believe what a quarter will buy
*Wednesday bottle specials
• • • • • • • • • • •• •• •• • •• •• • • • ••• •• • • •
•
••

CIRIUS.

AND MAKE
SOME
WAVES.
• • • • Ii • • • • • • • • • •

383-5555

.The Automatic Teller ~

Normandy Bank Customers, get your.application
at the facility in U. Center or call us at 383-5555.
If your ac(;ount is with another bank, your ATM
card can be used at the machine in U. Center if
it has a BankMate or Cirrus·syrnbol on it.

~I'

Member FDIC

We are currently
accepting applications
for
Advertising

Associate
7151 Natural Bridge· St.Louis, MO ·63121

I'

I
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Photo : Dave Floyd

IN

PhoW : Dave Floyd

ROCK THE HOUS~: RiCkSmith, the voice .of
the choice, performs With th~ band at
PI KAPPA ALPHA'S.Loca'lpafooza
..
, .
. -.;-

•

THE WIZARD OF OZ: Ozzie Smith signs autographs for his fans.

~

HAPPY

_
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NEW

•

YEAR

,
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Photo: Dave Floyd

TOP HAT: The famous Mad Hatter was also
in attendance at Localpalooza.
GE.1TIJ~j;

,SNOOTY::Hitaja'greelS1aI1 adoring fan at-"""...."..
•

J
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* STUDENT LOAN PAYMENTS * PARKING TICKETS
.

: TUITION

.

• • • • • • • • -> . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . " • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • f!-.
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U S E THE NEW DROP BOX AT THE CASHIER'S OFFICE
"

.To use the box. simply place your check or credit card number and expiration date (no cash please) along wi th y
t d t
.
our s u en
.
f
b
d
1
.
num er an exp anatIon 0 payment in the envelopes provided and drop them in the box. '
May be used to make arty type of payment including tuition, student loan payments and parkin g tickets.

BOX IS ACCESSIBLE:
MONDAY-THURSDAY 7 AM-Sf50 PM
FRIDAY 7 AM-6 PM
-

...

,

. .

. Master Card, Visa. and Discover are acceptable

From The University Bookstore , ' .
-NewUM·St. Louis Student C arge
.

.

.

.

\

•

•

·Charge Up To $500 Per Semester
eJust Present A Valid UM-St. Louis I.D And
YOUR W
. I·nter Semester 'S che"d U Ie.
-Eliminates Last Minute Lines For Book Vouchers.

(Past Due Accounts will be billed at the University's 1 % "
interest rate. Sorry, no cash returns on charged items.)

,,-Check Out Our Full Selec ion Of:

•

•

•

•

.Classroom supplies
-Greeting cards
-Computer software
-Gifts
.Office supplies

-Bestseller books, · Teaching aids
-Backpacks
·Study g , ides
·Br iefcases ,
· University
•Books
'
apparel
•Magazines

- Bo,okstore Hours
*First Week of Classes

'Jan 10-13 7:30 am - 8:30 pm
" Regular H,ours

Mon. • Tbur.7:30 'am • 7:30 pm
,Friday 7: 0 am • s:OO pm
Questions? Call Usss)-s,6)

.,

"

